INVOCATION: Master Presence, In Calling Forth We Qualify the Ascended Masters’
Sacred Fire Invincible Power, Protection and Purity, the Violet Flame of Love to Life
Into All outer conditions Around Us, Within the ‘I AM’ One World Nation and Its True
Constitution; The New God Government! We Demand the Protection of Divine Rights
of the People of All Nations, the American People, the Preservation of Divine Freedom
God has Given to All of the World as a Unified Whole! We Ask for the Protection of
Divine Resources Constantly Blessing All, the Divine Control of All Borders of All
Nations, and the Divine Removal of all that is iniquitous Within Those Borders. Earth
Is God’s Dominion not mankind’s. We Demand With Every Atom and Every Cell of Our
Being All That Is God Be Now Made Invincible for Eternity Against all that is iniquitous.
ST GERMAIN: Greeting Dear Ones, today I Come to offer you a warning. And to get My Point
across to you I Am not going to mince My words; for now you are all walking on eggshells,
trying not to break any of them! But I tell you, you have come to break down Authority
Structures and removed those who have placed themselves in power over the masses. And
eggshells are the least of your concerns! You are going to have to break human laws and step
up against powers that only those Who Walk With My Freedom’s Robes will have the Wisdom,
Strength, Will and Power to do so!
You are going to have to breakdown the doors of darkness; not to take over the government
of the people, but to remove those who presently govern that maintains control over the
people! Not just in governmental offices but more so, those who are now controlling
governments with their money and the resources that that is dividing and conquering
governments and the people with! But first the Infrastructures and the Petitions to Take
Charge in All Love In Actions must be completed. I do not normally do this to get involved in
such a depth of unbiassed communications toward human personality, for I know free will is
a Law that continues to be Honoured. But not since my pleas to Napoleon, attempting to
persuade him to turn his efforts away from war. I have told you of my time with Napoleon,
and how I even showed him My God Powers of physical precipitation through bodily
appearances and other things which would normally show Proof of God Reality to anyone
who had the slightest lean toward Working within Truth. But Napoleon, like many of you here
today, chose to remain deeply entrenched in his own misfortunes and miscreations.
Napoleon is back again today, incarnated once again in a similar role and once again caught
up in the same old beliefs of ‘I will do it my way’! Sadly, his way, will more than likely see him
upon the karmic wheel for many centuries to come and maybe even millions of years within
another solar system along with other laggard consciousness. If Napoleon had followed My

Guidance, and I gave him a Great Deal of Guidance, right there, Standing before him in My
Physical Body Created for that Purpose, We would have a United States of Europe, and much
closer to a One World Nation than you are today!
However, the Energies (consciousness of the masses) of the late 1700’s and early 1800’s are
not the Energies of today and the Powers of those I Am Training Now in Accordance with
Cosmic Laws are more aware of the consequences of not following such intense Guidance
from Higher Realms.
You see Dear Hearts, Napoleon Bonaparte, found himself unconsciously within thoughts of
not creating in any sort of positivity, but in the weaknesses of inanities, that is, to be empty
and unsubstantial in Rightful Love In Action, and where his choices and attitudes towards
Appropriation of God Life in decision making, which led him to not only his demise, a victim
of his own false sense of grandeur, where he and many around him, remained entangled and
caught up in the incarnational consciousness loops of thinking like a human having the power
to change life through force, struggle and deletion of God Life! War is never the answer, and
believe Me the war you are fighting against today, a war of that, which cannot be seen and
that kills without raising a sword or firing a shot from a gun. And it is this type of war that
requires a Love So Full and Free of Ego Personality that this will be humanity’s ONLY form of
Salvation Now.
I Am here again today, to remind you how Significant and Full of God Life you have within
you, if you did not give your outer lives your Energies to create that which is based upon
illusion and untruths, that continue to breed complacency, contempt and misgivings that are
not substantiated in any True Qualification of God Life! Thus, the Emptiness of God Life, or
should I say Emptiness of God’s Love, Wisdom, Truth and Power!
Dear Brothers and Sisters, I have told you, if you wish to Hold a Seat upon any Christ Council,
now in Awareness amongst those more Advanced New World Servers, hold True to the 28
Rules of Engagement. Nothing else will help you! Not even this EGA Ashram can help you
unless you begin helping yourself First! If you are going to Act from a Position of Authority, a
place of World Government, within your Christ Councils within a One World Nation, Greater
than any dark forces or iniquitous behaviours, you are humanly mistaken that you can! You
can’t! Lightworkers have now waited too long to make their move at the Levels of Awareness
and Resonances necessary to do such things, as a Divine Ashramic Group of Synthesis! Most
today are more interested in their own impressions of what they deem the New World will
look like, based upon old perceptions of the old ‘new age’! The New World will look like
nothing that one has yet seen upon Earth before! Until the Inner Work is done and one has
broken free of their own miscreated incarcerations that corral, bind, suppress, conquer, mute,
disempower and tries to destroy the Truth of God for you, you may as well resign yourselves
to the fact that your karmic wheel is going to continue for you!

Dear Souls, you are giving every sign within this Ashramic Group that would indicate to Us, a
lack of Attention to detail, provided for you by the Masters and Other God Intelligences and
where Time on Earth, Is Now Up, before Real Change can occur, figuratively speaking!
‘Urgency’, now is upon you, there is not a single second that you can afford to live your lives
as disconnected individuals within any sort of separation consciousness.
This ‘Resetting of Christ Time Upon Earth Petition, along with the Proposals 2, 3 and 5 from
The God Awakening Book’, to find their conclusions is about to pass its ‘sell by date’! This may
sound a little trivial using this terminology, but Dear Hearts, you are just not ‘buying’ the Truth
of God, the Rightful Applications of God Life in Accordance with Cosmic Law. Time is not a
commodity now on the supermarket shelf, where you can walk the isles with your trolleys
and putting ‘time’ into it, taking that amount of ‘time’ home for your weekly consumption,
only to go back again next week to buy more, even though you did not consume what you
bought last week. Time on Earth is finite Dear One’s and the more of you who are happy to
think that it is infinite where you can come and go until you finally ‘get it’, will simply continue
the Illusion of ‘time’ elsewhere, that you see as Real.
You have been told about the True meaning of the word ‘Urgency’ and that it does not relate
to the aspect of time in this case! It relates instead to the ‘Rightful Application to God Life’ in
‘Accordance With Cosmic Law’ to be able to provide the Correct Formulas of Approach for a
Whole Human Race to Ascend at once! This is a Responsibility that you as the Members of
the Elemental Grace Alliance Accepted Voluntarily and Who have given your Pledges and
Covenants to. These Pledges are the ‘Words of God’ that you Pronounced to your ‘I AM’
Presence and the ‘Words of God’ through your own Individualized Expressions of God by your
own Volition; These are the ‘Words’ you gave to Me, St Germain and Every Other God
Intelligence that has Given Their ‘God Words’ to You, in Support of You Who Asked for Those
Pledges from Them to Be There when You Call upon Them! Where are you When We Call
Upon You and Give You Our Undivided Attention every nano second of your lives? Sounds a
little harsh coming from a Master doesn’t it!
Dear Souls, it is not coming from Me, I Am just reflecting your image of conscious creation
back to you, this is your creation, not Mine! This is the ‘I AM’ Presence replicating yourself,
to show you that which you cannot see by your own accord, effort and Self Rightful
Application to Heal your own life. It is another attempt to get your Undivided Attention to
stay upon the ‘God Train’ and not keep getting off at each station to take in the view while
filling in your perceived ‘time’ out of fear of the unknown! Yes, anyone who is not following
the Calling and Guidance of the ‘I AM’ Presence is coming from a place of fear! So what are
you afraid of? Only one thing Dear Hearts! A New God Life, free from fear!
Yet, with the constant reminders and the detailed explanations of God Truth, still the
fundamentals, ‘that you are NOT human beings caught up in incarnational Soul
consciousness’, is not being Heard. You read the words, and listen to the messages, but you

are still not ‘Hearing’ the Reality of Truth that you are facing off with now, wondering if to
jump into the unknown and just take your chances! Napoleon took his chances. Three
Centuries later, he is still unaware of the choices he continues to make again in this lifetime!
What will it take for anyone to finally be able to ‘See’, that you are standing upon a cliff’s
edge, where not only your demise will be guaranteed, if the edge you are standing on
collapses under your feet without further notice, but a whole cliff face where stands a culture,
a race of people, a belief system, religion, community, town, city or nation will all fall together,
only to dig themselves out of the rubble and heal the ‘scars’ of wasted Opportunities in
futures to come!
Yes, We have said that your Victory is Secured! You will be the Mighty Victory! And that is
True! But what you have not yet Self Realized is that your Mighty Victory may not be in this
incarnation now, but many incarnations in the future! You know the analogy that Jesus gave
you about jumping the train!
The Masters on All Levels are Waiting for you to make the Rightful Choices that will Secure
Your Ascension in this lifetime, but you do not seem to take this seriously enough, and keep
allowing yourself to be controlled by what is happening in your outer worlds. Are your
heads stuck in the sand, not wanting to see the significance, magnitude or seriousness of
the world situation? In a previous Discourse about ‘Taking Charge’ of your lives by Lord
Melchizedek, another true analogy was given, showing you just how human consciousness is
playing out on earth today, while those in power continue to guide you all into their ‘time
binding’ corrals of manipulated and controlled environments, where they can exploit you for
their own misperceived gains. This analogy will be the third time that this is mentioned within
these Petition Discourses. You know the rules of the game you call baseball. One, two, three
strikes and you are ‘out’! Well, one, two, three strikes against your choices to Live and God
Life from here on in, will see you being held ‘within’ the various pens of a much greater
enclosure not just this world alone in the future, controlled by laggard consciousness!
LORD MELCHIZEDEK: “You have corralled yourselves into confined existences that allows you
to repeat all your old ways, your habitual daily life, your beliefs in deprivation of your Soul,
withdrawal of Divine Love replacing these things with everything that sustains your beliefs
that you are less than God.
“Our Beloved Sister Sue shared with Peter the other day a story about how the Pacific Islanders
caught wild pigs that were present on their islands. They would watch where the pigs would
gather to feed and for a time would place food for them in the same area. This would take
place for a while and then when they saw that the pigs came every day quite voluntarily they
would construct a single boundary fence. They would watch and the pigs would see this single
fence, but had no fear of it because they could continue to come and eat and go away as they
pleased.

“This would happen over a number of weeks, patiently the Islanders would feed them and
when they felt the time was right would construct another line of fence with the plan to
ultimately contain them within a pen! Finally the day would come when, while the pigs would
feed, the Islanders would hook on the gate and bolt it. By now the pigs knew that every day
they would be fed and had no need to leave the pen. Everything they thought they needed
was automatically supplied. But little did they know, was that all this time the Islanders were
planning to use them to provide their own daily needs. Never again would the pigs ever leave
their pen, except by virtue of their demise.“
“I use this analogy today because it is so pertinent to the human 4 lower bodies and the ego
mind or personality! Life is provided in all its needs, yet unbeknown to human life there is
another deadly force in action, one that directs the biology to die to their known reality, the
life they have given so much of their trust and power to. Your Covid 19 viruses and vaccines
are a testimony to this dark ego-plan. Your internet, artificial intelligence and devices with
thousands upon thousands of satellites circulating your Island Nations in this Universe, are
just a small part of the ‘feed’ you are being given so that the gate can be hooked upon the
fence and be bolted.” End Excerpt.
I Am going to expand upon this Exposition today, and it will take more than one Discourse to
hopefully see a marked raising of Consciousness herein this Ashramic Group Life. This is not
about numbers as We have told you, it is a about a ‘Few’, allegorically speaking, who can find
God’s Truth Within sufficiently enough to make the Breaks away from the old human beliefs
and ways of doing things! And this, I Am going to do through the use of the Declaration of
Independence and the US Constitution once again! This will be about nothing more than the
allowing Oneself the ‘Final Surrender’ to the old human existence!
Dear Souls, you are walking a VERY slippery slope right now and if you think you are walking
a Path to Freedom and cannot ‘Walk’ Your Talk, you are deluding yourselves within one of
the greatest illusion of all, human spirituality! I tell you, talking about any more time to
Surrender to the Truth of Your own God Life, is a waste of Precious Life, not just your time
here to make the Greatest Difference to any human race ever in the History of Any God
Creation! Be clear Dear Soul’s, your time to choose, is up! You need to take Action NOW!
That is, the Love In Action, where you will manifest the dreams of billions upon this Earth!
You Dared to Dream? Now you need to Live that Dream! There is no more time for ‘dilly
dallying’ within the old barriers of human beliefs and past base-line creative endeavours! The
past experiences will not help you anymore; Plain and Simple!
Let Us pause here and allow what I have shared with you today to Resonate more deeply than
ever before, within Those Who Know They Are here to collapse, halt and be Freed of the
tyranny of dark forces within the months to come!

I AM St Germain, sincerely Holding the Visions of the Christed Circles to Come into Fruition
and Active Alliances to the Higher Realms at the first Opportunity!
BENEDICTION: ‘I AM’ Grateful for the Ascended Master Consciousness being Gifted to
Us within our outer worlds for Love in Action. ‘I AM’ Gratefully Honoring Your Purity,
Love and Protection in and Around Us, as We Go About Our Daily Service in this
Physical World and Beyond. Knowing the Truth of Who We Are; ‘I AM’ God’s Perfected
State of Consciousness!

